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Abstract: With the enormous availability of words in usage it is always being a challenge to find the meaning. Even the
versatile speaker may thrash about finding a meaning for certain unheard words. In such cases they need some source for
reference likeLexicon. In traditional model for using dictionary, forward concept is implemented where it result in set of
definition and it may produce a comprehensive phases. This may even confuse the user with the different concept of
understanding or sometimes user could not understand the detailed concept. To overcome this concept, we facilitate reverse
dictionary in which for any phases or word, the appropriate single word meaning is given. This system also facilitates to
provide the relevant meaning even if that word is not available in the database. It will also produce instant output for the
user input.
Index -Term: Phrase, Lexicon, Database.
I.
INTRODUCTION
It is important that the detailed study and concept is always
understand. Datamining is a concept in which the detailed
and in depth information is analyzed and extract the
information from the data set. Data mining is a runthroughof spontaneouslysearching large stores of data to
discover pattern and trends that go beyond simple analysis.
Data mining uses sophisticated mathematical algorithm to
segment the data evaluate the probability of future events.
Data mining is alsocalled as knowledge discovery in data
(KDD). The data is extracted from database. Data ware
house support this concept by implementing multiple
database. It is a central respotiary of data which is created by
integrating data from one or more disparate sources. Data
warehouse stores up-to-date data as well as ancient data and
are used for generating a new trending reports for senior
management report.
II.
EXISTING SYSTEM
In the fact that it is more significant to make a
reference for unheard word, user prefers a source like
dictionary for better understanding. The performance allows
online interaction with users Current semantic
correspondence measurement schemes that are highly
computationally rigorous. In this technique, concepts are
represented as vectors in a keyword space. The two most
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common methods to accomplish this, latent semantic
indexing (LSI) and principal component analysis (PCA),
both analyze the keywords of documents in anaggregate to
identify the dominant concepts in the document.
Consequently these dominant concepts are represented as
vectors in the keyword space and are used as the basis of
similarity comparison for classification. In most
implementations of Concept Similarity Problem (CSP)
solutions, vectorization is done a priori, and at runtime, only
vector distances are computed.
Drawbacks

It requires the user’s input phrase to contain words
that exactly match a dictionary definition;

It does not scale well—for a dictionary containing
more than 100,000 defined words, where each word may
have multiple definitions; it would require potentially
hundreds of thousands of queries to return a result.
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Report the formation of the WordStar Reverse Dictionary
(WRD), a scalable-driven RD system that attempts to
address the core issues identified above. The WRD not only
fulfills new functional ideassketched above, it does so at an
order of magnitude performance and scale improvement
over the greatest concept similarity measurement structures
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available without impacting key quality. We also reveal that mangus word stores the important words and pass it to the
the WRD is distantenhanced in solution quality than the two gathering information. From the gathering information
salable RDs available. Our reverse dictionary system is
based on the concept that a phrase that conceptually defines
a word should bear a resemblance to the word’s genuine
definition, if not matching the exact disputes, then at least
conceptually similar. Consider, for example, the following
concept phrase: “the tower is made of steel girders crisscrossed to make it stronger”. Based on such a phrase, a
reverse dictionary should return words such as “mercerize,
iron work, and shove”. In our RD, a user might input
aphraserefer toan unknown term ofconcern. Since an input
phrase might hypothetically satisfy the definition of
manifoldwords, a RD should return a set of potential
matches from which a user may select his/her optimal of
terms. This isdense, however, because the user is suspectto
enter a definition that exactly accordsone found in a lexicon.
The significance of the phrase the user entered should be
conceptually similar enough to a genuine dictionary
definition to generate a set of possible matches.
Advantages

It does so at an order of magnitude performance

Scale improvement over the best concept similarity
measurement schemes available without impacting solution
quality
IV.FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
K-means clustering additionally Lamstar Network:
The course of action follows a simple way to organize a
given dataset through a definite number of clusters (assume
k clusters) fixed a priority. The main thought is to define k
centroids, each cluster. Centroids should have a ability to
achieve a result from different location. So, centroids are
placed far away from one after another. The next step is to
take each point belonging to a given data set and connect it
to the nearest centroid. When no point is right through, the
first step is fulfilled and an early groupage is done. The
centroid's position is recalculated consistently until cluster
have to add all components this want to be continues till all
the components are cluster into the final necessary number
of clusters. After this we have k new centroids, a new
fastening has to be done among the same data set and the
closest centroids. A loop has been produced. Result of this
loop want to be notice that the k centroids change their
position step by step until no more changes are done.

the words are sent to the five databases simultaneously. Five
database such as synonym db which give the relevant
meaning for that important word, rms db creates the parse
tree for that dictionary definition , hyponym db a word that
is more specific than a given word / hypernym db a word
that is more generic than a given input word , antonym db
which gives opposite answer to given word, definitions db is
describing the word briefly .the output from five database is
again send to gathering information it follow some raking
algorithm in which the words search first in database is
displayed first.
VI.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe the significant challenges inherent
in building a reverse dictionary, and map the problem to the
well-known conceptual similarity problem. We propose a set
of methods for building and querying a reverse dictionary,
and describe a set of experiments that show the quality of
our results, as well as the runtime performance under load.
Our experimental results show that our approach can provide
significant improvements in performance scale without
sacrificing solution quality. Our experiments comparing the
quality of our approach to that of Dictionary.com and
OneLook.com reverse dictionaries show that the Wordster
approach can provide significantly higher quality over either
of the other currently available implementations
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